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Documentary celebrates Union Victory at Smithfield Foods’ Tar Heel Plant  

 
Union Time: Fighting for Workers’ Rights, a 70-minute documentary, tells the story of 
meatpacking workers who fought dangerous working conditions, intimidation, and 
abuse at the Smithfield Foods pork processing plant in Tar Heel, NC. From 1993 to 
2008, workers fought for the right to organize a union. Smithfield countered their 
efforts with increased intimidation of union supporters, interference with two union 
elections, violence against workers, and lawsuits.  
 
Finally, in the third union election in 2008, a majority of plant employees voted to 
bring in the United Food and Commercial Workers’ Union (UFCW). Since that time, 
UFCW Local 1208 in Tar Heel has successfully negotiated higher pay rates and 
safer working conditions. Most of all, the Tar Heel employees have the satisfaction of 
being treated with respect.  
 
The documentary is narrated by actor and activist Danny Glover. It also features key 
figures in the Justice@Smithfield struggle, including then-NAACP President Rev. 
William J. Barber II. The core of the film, however, is the voices of the Smithfield 
employees, many African-American and Hispanic, who showed amazing courage by 
standing up to a multinational corporation. Employee Wanda Blue embodies this 
courage in one of the most evocative quotes of the film: “I just had to get the fear 
out. Once I got the fear out of me, I was good to go. There wasn’t no stopping me.”  
 
The Smithfield struggle is an important chapter in the history of meatpacking unions. 
It also demonstrates the convergence of labor rights and civil rights, carrying on the 
legacy of Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. Ultimately, the goal of the film is to show the 
role unions play in a just society.  
  
The 70-minute version of “Union Time: Fighting for Workers’ Rights” was updated in 
2018 and has been awarded Best Documentary Feature at the Workers Unite Film 
Festival in New York. The previous 86-minute version has had festival screenings at 
the National Black Theatre Festival, Winston-Salem, NC; DC Labor Fest; Reel Work 
Film Festival, Santa Cruz and Monterey, CA; San Francisco Laborfest; and the 
Japanese Labor Film Festival, Tokyo. It also screened at the National Labor 
Relations Board, Washington, DC; Labor Notes 2018, Chicago; at UCLA and Cornell 
University; and has been used by union locals as an example of organizing strategy.  
 
Matthew Barr produced and directed the documentary, filming from 2007 to 2015. 
Barr is Professor of Media Studies at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. 
His film work focuses on the impact of globalization and social change on working 
people and working communities.  
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